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groups. Why then—more than three decades after it was originally founded—has alQaeda been able to enjoy a level of duration that most terrorist groups find elusive? This
feat is especially impressive considering that al-Qaeda is arguably the most high-profile
terrorist group ever, and one which the United States and other Western countries have
been dedicated to eradicating for the better part of the last twenty years. What factors
or variables have contributed to al-Qaeda’s longevity and led to its staying power in the
face of an historical global counter-terrorism campaign waged by the world’s most
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evolution of al-Qaeda that might be able to suggest where the group is heading in the
future?
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Introduction
Writing in 1992, noted terrorism scholar David Rapoport remarked that nearly 90% of
terrorist groups lasted less than one year.1 Subsequent scholarship on terrorist group
longevity has similarly noted the short average lifespan of the vast majority of such
groups.2 Why then—more than three decades after it was originally founded—has alQaeda been able to enjoy a level of duration that most terrorist groups find elusive? This
feat is especially impressive considering that al-Qaeda is arguably the most high-profile
terrorist group ever, and one which the United States and other Western countries have
been dedicated to eradicating for the better part of the last twenty years. What factors
or variables have contributed to al-Qaeda’s longevity and led to its staying power in the
face of an historical global counter-terrorism campaign waged by the world’s most
capable militaries and intelligence services? And finally, what can we learn from the
evolution of al-Qaeda that might be able to suggest where the group is heading in the
future?
Longevity is different than the ability to achieve objectives, which indicates a certain level
of success or failure. There is an old adage in the literature on insurgency and
counterinsurgency that insurgents win simply by not losing. In some respects, this applies
to terrorist organizations as well. Longevity in and of itself can be a significant boon to
terrorist groups which, by function of their duration, are able to establish their brand
and in doing so, attract new recruits while maintaining a longstanding base of ideological
sympathizers. Writing in 2017, noted terrorism expert Daniel Byman commented that
“AQ’s message of the necessity of jihad as a pillar of faith seems a spectacular success
and must be counted as a victory for the group,” going on to conclude, “the broader
movement AQ fostered remains strong.”3 In fact, according to an assessment by the
Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), there are nearly four times as many
jihadists operating today as there were on September 11, 2001, which means that even
as al-Qaeda cannot claim all of these militants under its banner, it has indeed played an
indispensable role in galvanizing the movement more broadly.4
In his own writings, jihadist master strategist Abu Musab al-Suri described al-Qaeda as
“a call, a reference, a methodology,” and denied that it was a group or an organization.
On the contrary, al-Suri argued that al-Qaeda’s “main goal should be to stimulate other
groups around the world to join the jihadi movement.” 5 Indeed, the group was founded
“so that the flame of Jihad should continue elsewhere.”6 While the headlines over the
past five years have been dominated by the Islamic State, and perhaps rightfully so, it is
important to remember that without al-Qaeda, there would never have been an Islamic
State. It was al-Qaeda that put the global jihadist movement on the map.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Throughout this paper, I will argue that three specific factors have played an outsized
role in al-Qaeda’s survival. To show this, the paper uses the McKinsey 7S Framework as
a foundation for an analytic framework.7 The 7S Framework was developed in the late
1970s by McKinsey consultants Tom Peters and Robert Waterman, who identified seven
internal elements of an organization that should be aligned for an organization to
achieve success: strategy, structure, style, staff, skills, systems, and shared values.
The framework seems appropriate to evaluate al-Qaeda, because as many scholars and
analysts have pointed out, the terrorist group has often operated in a similar fashion to
other transnational organizations, including multinational corporations. 8 In an article
from 2004, Bruce Hoffman described the group in the following terms: “a vast
enterprise” that is at once “nimble, flexible, and adaptive;” a “franchise operation with
like-minded local representatives…but advancing their common goal independently of
one another;” an organization boasting “a corporate succession plan,” but which also
faces “complaints about expensive cell-phone bills and expenditures for superfluous
office equipment.”9 Indeed, this description would be an accurate characterization of
myriad private sector entities in the commercial world, concerned with everything from
the vagaries of equipment and personnel to the more complex maneuvers associated
with growth and expansion, including mergers and acquisitions.
There are obvious differences between terrorist organizations and multinational
corporations, not least of which include the divergence of goals and objectives, not to
mention the operating environments and trade-offs for terrorist groups that hinge upon
operational security and attack planning.10 Still, there are enough similarities from an
organizational perspective that the McKinsey 7S Framework is an interesting lens
through which to attempt to measure al-Qaeda’s evolution across seven critical areas
and to determine which matter most to the group’s ability to survive.

The McKinsey 7S Framework
The McKinsey 7S Framework is a simple and relatively straightforward model to assess
an organization across a range of critical areas, including: strategy, structure, style, staff,
skills, systems, and shared values.

Strategy is what the organization does to gain advantage over its competitors and
advance its own interests, seeking to achieve core objectives while also dealing with
internal and external challenges. In the case of al-Qaeda, the group’s strategy has shifted
over time, as priorities are periodically realigned and the organization seeks to adapt to
macro-changes in its operating environment, e.g. the Arab Spring. The ability to
implement strategy has been consistently challenged by counterterrorism efforts
designed to disrupt and dismantle al-Qaeda’s command-and-control network.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Structure helps form the backbone of the organization and ensures that reporting
requirements within the chain of command are clear to group members. There is a focus
on lines of communication, division of tasks and responsibilities, and what organizational
structure the group should assume—top-down, vertically structured; horizontal, flat and
networked; or a hybrid of the two, with a strong core and a flexible periphery. Part of alQaeda’s strength has always been its ability to occupy this middle ground, retaining the
efficiency of a centralized organization while also enjoying the benefits that
decentralization can provide.

Style is shorthand for organizational culture, or alternatively, the way things are done.
This is a byword not just for those rules officially enshrined or codified in legal
memoranda and personnel policies, but also for the informal or unspoken rules of an
organization. Style is heavily shaped and influenced by leadership and in organizations
with charismatic individuals, style can permeate the organization and lead others to
follow suit. Few would argue that al-Qaeda’s style has not suffered drastically in
transitioning from Osama bin Laden to the more pedantic style of his longtime deputy
Ayman al-Zawahiri. Particularly since the rise of the Islamic State, al-Qaeda’s style has
become more pragmatic and less draconian in controlling local populations.

Staff

is all about people and how the talents and specialties of these people are
identified, nurtured, and refined. Effective organizations have a plan to deal with staff
turnover and can move swiftly to fill positions. Recruitment, training, motivation and
compensation are critical to a high-functioning staff, something al-Qaeda recognized at
an early stage and thus devoted considerable bureaucratic effort toward dealing with.
Despite high rates of attrition among key figures, al-Qaeda has done a remarkable job of
retaining a nucleus of longtime senior leaders.

Skills are the specific capabilities and competencies of an organization’s members and
need to constantly be reviewed and assessed to prevent atrophy. Skills include both
institutional skills and individual skills and organizations often develop skill acquisition
strategies to fill key knowledge gaps. Over time, al-Qaeda focused on recruiting members
with a range of specializations, from bombmaking expertise to the ability to produce
sophisticated propaganda using social media. For some of its most high-profile attacks,
al-Qaeda opted to outsource specific parts of the plot in order to increase its
comparative advantage, including harnessing the local knowledge of certain recruits.
Skills also help the organization to rebuild and replenish its global network.

Systems are the processes of an organization, from human resources-type functions
to risk management or risk mitigation capabilities. Systems eclipse merely technical
requirements and impact how to prevent losses as well as how to refine and improve
the organization. For al-Qaeda, systems helped ensure a level of consistency and
predictability during periods of turbulence and volatility. This was the case after the
group relocated to Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and the
organization became the target of an aggressive American drone campaign to eliminate
its leadership. With the group’s core leadership focusing on survival, systems become
even more important for operating a global logistics enterprise capable of planning and
executing attacks.

Shared values are the organizational norms that guide behavior and group ethos,
establishing guide rails and determining the critical pillars of the mission statement.
Shared values should not change too much over time and greatly affect reputation and
4
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brand, establishing a benchmark for others that may seek to join the organization. Even
though much has been made of the split between al-Qaeda and the Islamic State, overall,
the warring groups have more in common with each other than they do with any other
organization. Shared values created the initial bond of al-Qaeda’s membership, and the
fallout took place within the uppermost echelon of these groups, signaling more a clash
of personalities than fundamental differences in ideology or objectives.

Methodological Challenges
In order to properly measure or systematically evaluate an organization, there should
first be agreement on exactly what that organization is and also, what it is not. This unit
of analysis problem complicates any and all efforts to assess the evolution of a group or
organization that often defies characterization. How does one define and bound the
entity being observed, studied, and analyzed? Studying al-Qaeda presents scholars with
“a common analytic problem” with regard to “defining just what the group is.”11 Thirty
years after its founding, even the most accomplished terrorism analysts are still left to
grapple with the question, “what is the current Al Qaeda? An organization? A
movement? An ideology?”12
It is even challenging and somewhat misleading to attempt to characterize the group as
a monolithic entity or at one particular snapshot in time. As this paper will show, the
group’s strategic objectives, organizational structure, and modus operandi have all
fluctuated over time, contributing to disagreement over precisely what al-Qaeda is,
which is partly to blame for why it remained, even after 9/11, such a “poorly understood
phenomenon.”13
In many ways, al-Qaeda has evolved because our understanding or conception of what
al-Qaeda was, and is, has evolved. The most high-profile debate in the field of terrorism
studies in the post-9/11 era was between Bruce Hoffman and Marc Sageman over what
al-Qaeda was—a top-down, hierarchical organization, according to Hoffman, or a
“leaderless jihad” far more decentralized and networked, held together by a shared
ideology and a similar enough worldview. But perhaps al-Qaeda has been so successful
at evolving because it has become, and has actually always been, both of these things.
Al-Qaeda in Syria in 2019 is a much different entity than core al-Qaeda was in Western
Pakistan in 2003, which itself was completely different than the small cadre of jihadists
that helped Osama bin Laden keep the group intact during its exile in Sudan in the early
to mid-1990s.
Al-Qaeda seems ubiquitous because it is. There is still al-Qaeda core based in Pakistan
and led by Zawahiri, one of the group’s most central figures, with a legacy dating back to
the earliest discussions about what al-Qaeda should be. It is possible to see the influence
and hand of al-Qaeda in the lion’s share of some the most spectacular terrorist attacks
of the last three decades. Some connections and linkages are comprehensive, while
others are more tenuous.
The most difficult part of comparing al-Qaeda to a corporation is that al-Qaeda itself is
amorphous and difficult to define. Some experts have described al-Qaeda as consisting
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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of separate “layers.”14 One major challenge of relying on the McKinsey 7S Framework as
an analytical tool is that, as an organization, al-Qaeda is unwieldy and at quite different
in nature than more traditional terrorist groups motivated by ethno-nationalism or
separatism and geographically fixed in a country or region. The discussion of whether to
analyze al-Qaeda core as a separate entity from the organization considered more
broadly—accounting for its affiliates and wider support base—is also relevant, given the
comparison with multinational corporations, which can also adhere to a franchise model
and have geographically distinct modalities represented by different brands and
operating procedures. To be properly judicious in assessing al-Qaeda’s fortunes, it must
also be recognized that the group has made many miscalculations along the way and
even where successful adjustments have been implemented, e.g. the franchising model,
these were at times unintentional or merely the result of circumstances that the group
was forced into, rather than a deliberate calculation to adapt or a shrewd plan to evolve.
In an attempt to properly measure the evolution of al-Qaeda, this paper takes the
approach of breaking down the group’s tenure into three distinct macro-phases, looking
at its emergence before 9/11, the period between 9/11 and the death of bin Laden, and
the post-bin Laden phase, with a distinct focus on al-Qaeda’s activities in Syria. To be
sure, there are other ways to analyze the group, and future research efforts will be
devoted toward analyzing micro-phases, taking a closer look at more discrete time
periods and cycles of adaptation and counter-adaptation. But such a granular approach
is beyond the scope of this paper.

Al-Qaeda in Its Early Years
Al-Qaeda Al-Askariya, translated as “the Military Base,” was formally established in 1988
in Peshawar, Pakistan.15 Borne from the fallout between bin Laden and his mentor, the
Palestinian Abdullah Azzam, al-Qaeda was established in opposition to Azzam’s Maktab
al-Khidamat (MAK), also known as the “Office of Services” or “Services Bureau.” Toward
the end of the Soviet-Afghan War, bin Laden and some trusted aides began to perceive
MAK as corrupt and ineffective and thus sought to establish a new organization
dedicated to jihad.
This phase traces al-Qaeda’s path from its rather inauspicious beginnings in Afghanistan
and Pakistan to temporary exile in Sudan, where bin Laden relocated the group and its
members, especially those from Egypt, Libya, and Algeria who were unable to return
home because they were sought after by the ruling regimes. In 1996, al-Qaeda returned
to Afghanistan where it would establish camps that trained thousands of jihadist fighters
as part of its emerging global network. Al-Qaeda launched several high-profile attacks
during this period, including the 1998 East Africa embassy bombings and the attack in
2000 on the USS Cole off the coast of Yemen.

Strategy
Al-Qaeda’s goals, and thus its strategy, were limited in nature during its nascent years.
In these early years there was a lack of direction and to the extent that al-Qaeda
pronounced any official political objectives, they tended to be quixotic and not backed
up by a coherent strategy. The United States barely registered as a target, and mostly
the organization was grasping for a purpose, hoping to keep the spirit and infrastructure
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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of jihad alive. To a lesser extent, bin Laden was also interested in the ongoing conflict
with Communists in Yemen.
As Bergen and Cruickshank note about the group’s formative years, “by keeping Al
Qaeda’s aims broad enough” bin Laden was able to “create a somewhat cohesive
organization” by keeping “different militant strands on board.”16 Al-Qaeda’s interest in
attacking American targets was evident by the early 1990s, after attacks in Yemen in late
1992 and Somalia in 1993. The attacks themselves also served a strategic purpose. By
launching symbolic and sophisticated external operations, al-Qaeda hoped to forge unity
among “foreign militants” in the broader jihadist universe, with smaller groups
recognizing al-Qaeda as the “strong horse” able to translate rhetoric into action and
ultimately the jihadist movement behind it.17

Structure
What began as a small conspiracy of several jihadists ultimately morphed into a
transnational network with a presence in dozens of countries. In the first several years
after its formation, the group has been characterized as “disorganized” and lacking a
“well-defined hierarchy.”18 But over time this changed, as al-Qaeda formed a strong core
under bin Laden’s direction, while building layers of connective sinew through forging
partnerships and alliances with other jihadists and jihadist groups that shared a
worldview and ideology, even if objectives did not align perfectly. Following the end of
the war against the Soviets in Afghanistan in 1989, many of the Arab Afghans enjoying
sanctuary in neighboring Pakistan were pressured to leave. Bin laden and a small group
of his closest associates left for Sudan. The years in Sudan were particularly challenging
for al-Qaeda, given widespread disagreement amongst the top leaders during this time,
especially about the future direction of the organization.19 But despite the disagreement,
al-Qaeda was able to use its time in Sudan to “build a significant degree of organization,
cohesiveness, and operational capability,” defined in part by its “meticulous planning
and consultative process” for designing and executing external operations.20 This would
form the basis for its logistical expertise and ability to execute transnational terrorist
attacks.
After al-Qaeda departed Sudan, the group’s core returned to Afghanistan where it was
based between 1996 and 2000, when it maintained sanctuary under Taliban protection
and was able to operate openly throughout large swaths of the country.21 During this
time, al-Qaeda was already fashioning a hybrid organizational structure where it could
be at once “a unitary organization, assuming the dimensions of a lumbering
bureaucracy” 22 while also a transnational network with operatives and alliances that
spanned North Africa to Southeast Asia.

Style
Bin Laden’s style has been compared to that of a venture capitalist and CEO, where he
followed a model that relied on “soliciting ideas from below, encouraging creative
approaches and ‘out of the box’ thinking, and providing funding to those proposals he
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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thinks promising.”23 In terms of attack planning, bin Laden adopted a method that could
most aptly be described as “centralization of decision and decentralization of
execution.”24 This style would become a hallmark of al-Qaeda and allow it to plan attacks
in different countries simultaneously, as it did with the 1998 East Africa embassy
bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, attacks that bin Laden played a hands-on role in
developing.25
Bin Laden’s style was unique, in some parts stoic, devout and austere, but also highly
cognizant of the importance of notoriety. Bin Laden appreciated the power of media and
gave several interviews with television producers, including his 1997 interview with
CNN’s Peter Bergen. His interactions with the media led some al-Qaeda and Taliban
leaders to mock him privately, criticizing him as vain and publicity-obsessed. But these
interviews substituted as propaganda for al-Qaeda, elevating the group’s status and
further increasing bin Laden’s profile in militant jihadist circles.

Staff
Leaving aside those individuals like bin Laden and Zawahiri who were critical to leading
the group throughout this period, al-Qaeda excelled at identifying, recruiting, and
retaining a range of terrorist masterminds and facilitators that would help keep the
group together as a cohesive entity. Since bin Laden spent the period between late 1989
and early 1991 living in Saudi Arabia, it was left to Abu Ubaidah al Banjshiri and Abu Hafs
al Masri (aka Mohammed Atef) to run al-Qaeda’s training camps system in Afghanistan
with relatively little or no input from the group’s leader. Indeed, the influence of a small
yet tight-knit cadre of jihadists from Egyptian Islamic Jihad (EIJ) was evident from the
outset, including Zawahiri and al Masri (Atef), especially on core al-Qaeda’s central
leadership. From its earliest days, al-Qaeda proved it could operate as a hybrid entity,
with its leadership spread between different countries.
During this phase, al-Qaeda was able to call on numerous well-connected militants that
boasted a diverse array of skills and contacts. This included Khaled Sheikh Muhammad
(KSM), who Assaf Moghadam has described as “an independent jihadi entrepreneur,”
and someone who possessed “technical and managerial skills coupled with an ability to
generate ideas.”26 Al-Qaeda also maintained close connections with jihadists worldwide,
which formed a network that they would later tap into as they forged close partnerships
with groups operating in Indonesia, Morocco, and elsewhere. Al-Qaeda’s expansion
focused on cultivating individuals with local expertise, including knowledge of the
strength of security forces and possible target selection.

Skills
During this period, al-Qaeda emphasized tacit knowledge transfer among the
organization and the groups it sought to support. In the early to mid-1990s, al-Qaeda
dispatched militants to the Balkans, the Caucasus, the Horn of Arica, as well as Central
and Southeast Asia to transmit specialized tactics and expertise. An office was opened in
Azerbaijan, and as much as $100,000 was provided to affiliates in Jordan and Eritrea.
Other relationships were strengthened with jihadists in Algeria, Syria, Somalia, and Libya.
Al-Qaeda even crossed the threshold of the Sunni-Shia divide to collaborate with
Lebanese Hezbollah to exchange knowledge on bombmaking and target selection.27 The
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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exchange of tactical training tips was a deliberate attempt on the part of al-Qaeda to
build networks and craft working partnerships with other militants. Technical exchanges
with other militant groups fosters cooperation but also increases the expertise of groups
like al-Qaeda.28
Al-Qaeda vastly expanded its connections during this phase, with bin Laden’s deputy
Ayman al-Zawahiri traveling across the globe to raise funds and liaise with potential
allies, even if much of his energy during this time was reserved for the Egyptian Islamic
Jihad group he led. Zawahiri visited countries already central to al-Qaeda’s growing
network, but also made trips to Argentina, Austria, Iran, and Dagestan, among others, in
order to further spread al-Qaeda’s message, which was essential to raising the group’s
profile in the pre-Internet era. 29 To expand, al-Qaeda needed to remain active,
particularly in conflicts throughout the Muslim world which had a sectarian dimension.
Through financing militants in places like Bosnia, Chechnya, and Tajikistan, al-Qaeda
worked to foster relationships and sustain alliances with other jihadist organizations.
While based in Sudan, al-Qaeda helped compile the “Encyclopedia of the Afghan Jihad,”
which was then shared with other jihads in Bosnia, Chechnya, and Kashmir.30 Historically,
al-Qaeda has been far more effective establishing partnerships than most terrorist
groups, and this strategy has benefited the group tremendously by expanding its reach.31

Systems
From the very beginning, al-Qaeda always understood the value of an efficient and highly
functioning human resources system. It kept meticulously detailed files on the profiles
of its recruits. Al-Qaeda had a professional accounting system and recorded the credits
and debits of the organization, tracking salaries and allocating funds for specific
endeavors deemed necessary for further expansion. Militants were even able to request
loans for a variety of reasons, including furniture, while the group’s “benefit package”
covered disability, vacation time, and severance, to compensate for separation. 32
Employment contracts detailed duties, salaries and vacation time; allotments for leave
varied depending on whether a fighter was married or unmarried or had dependents. AlQaeda fighters had to sign a contract before participating in training camps, and the
detailed nature of these documents suggest that by the mid-1990s, the group had
developed an extensive bureaucracy governing most aspects of the militants’ lives.33
Al-Qaeda was also an entrepreneurial organization. Endowed with millions of dollars
from bin Laden’s fortune that he inherited from his father, a Saudi construction magnate,
the group did not rest on its laurels, instead diversifying its funding portfolio through a
range of ventures. During al-Qaeda’s stay in Sudan, Bin Laden owned some 80 companies
around the world, including construction, manufacturing, currency trading, importexport, and agricultural enterprises.34

Shared Values
The values held in high regard by al-Qaeda militants are a lifelong commitment to jihad
and to ensuring that each individual defends Islam. Al-Qaeda’s focus on attacking the
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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U.S. during this phase “did not progress linearly,” as Kim Cragin has observed, and
instead vacillated between the U.S. as the epitome of the far enemy, and “apostate”
regimes in the Muslim world, or near enemy, particularly those governments in the
Arabian Peninsula. In other words, there was “both forwards and backwards movement”
in how valuable of a target al-Qaeda perceived the United States to be, with this
movement culminating in planning that would lead to the attacks on the Pentagon and
World Trade Center on September 11, 2001.35 The near enemy versus far enemy debate
was a source of tension among al-Qaeda’s top strategists. Zawahiri tried to steer bin
Laden toward focusing on targeting countries like Egypt, but eventually the al-Qaeda
leader became convinced that attacking the United States should be the group’s main
priority.
Bin Laden released two major statements, one in 1996 and another in 1998 that go a
long way toward summarizing the shared values of al-Qaeda. In the 1996 statement,
titled “Declaration of Jihad against the Americans Occupying the Land of the Two Holy
Places,” bin Laden laid out in clear language the case for war against the United States.36
In 1998, in a statement titled “World Islamic Front against Jews and Crusaders,” the alQaeda leader announced that it was “an individual duty of every Muslim” to “kill the
Americans and their allies.”37 The 1996 and 1998 statements by bin Laden were merely
the culmination of years of back-and-forth strategic debate internal to the organization
and reflective of the competing strands within al-Qaeda. Some members likely saw a
contradiction between focusing on the far enemy at the expense of repressive regimes
ruling over Muslim lands, while others, including bin Laden, believed that al-Qaeda could
pursue both goals simultaneously, with one objective reinforcing the other.

2001-2011: The 9/11 Attacks and the Global War
on Terrorism
The United States launched Operation Enduring Freedom in early October 2001 by
invading Afghanistan in order to destroy al-Qaeda. And while the group was nearly
decimated, its leadership remained intact and largely regrouped in the mountainous
terrain over the border in Pakistan. Even with its leaders and top operational planners
on the run, al-Qaeda still managed to execute a number of external attacks in the first
several years of this phase, including in Tunisia, Indonesia, Kuwait, Kenya, Morocco,
Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Europe (see Table 1 below). In addition to these high-profile
attacks, the group also remained active in the Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, the
Philippines, and Yemen.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Date
April 2002

Location
Tunisia

Description
Vehicle-borne improvised explosive device
attack on Jewish synagogue in Djerba; 21
people killed

October 2002

Indonesia

Al-Qaeda-linked Jemmah Islamiyah bombing
kills 200+ at a tourist spot in Bali

October 2002

Kuwait

Two U.S. Marines were shot and killed during a
training exercise off the coast of Kuwait City

November
2002

Kenya

Car bombing at Mombasa hotel; 2 surface-toair missiles (SAMs) fired at Israeli airliner

May 2003

Morocco

Suicide attacks in Casablanca kill at least 33
victims; perpetrated by al-Qaeda-linked group
Salafia Jihadia

May 2003

Saudi Arabia

Multiple bombings at residential compounds in
Riyadh; 39 killed and another 160 injured in
attacks

November
2003

Turkey

Explosion at HSBC bank in Istanbul; 15 killed in
the attack; linked to Great Eastern Islamic
Raiders Front

March 2004

Spain

Multiple bombs left aboard commuter trains in
Madrid kills 191 and injures another 1800

July 2005

United
Kingdom

Series of bombings targeting London’s
transportation system; 56 killed in the attacks

Table 1: Overview of post- 9/11 high-profile attacks by al-Qaeda
The post-9/11 operational environment for al-Qaeda was defined by a shift in resources
from planning and executing attacks to operations security. Al-Qaeda did not necessarily
choose to adapt; rather, the changes the group made during this phase were more of
“an enforced evolutionary process” on which the group’s survival depended.38 The group
was also heavily focused on expansion, developing franchises and affiliates in in Saudi
Arabia (2003), Iraq (2004), Algeria (2006), and Yemen (2007). As the core receded, the
periphery began to expand. This expansion brought with it a raft of new challenges,
including how to manage these far-flung groups and keep them in line, using satellite
organizations to further al-Qaeda’s transnational agenda without risking rogue
commanders sullying the organization’s well-established brand. Toward the end of this
2001-2011 phase, some of al-Qaeda’s franchise groups arguably eclipsed the core
organization in terms of operational capabilities, especially al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) and its relentless pursuit of aviation targets. But even up until his
death, bin Laden remained involved in managing the organization, analyzing the
opportunities and obstacles that the Arab Spring posed for al-Qaeda.

Strategy
After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, al-Qaeda’s leadership immediately
recognized that the group’s strategy would have to change somewhat, given the
inevitable U.S. response. Deprived of its Afghan sanctuary, al-Qaeda would be forced to
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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operate clandestinely and across vast distances, with high-level members of the group
spread between Iran, the tribal areas of Western Pakistan, and various other locations
in Pakistan, particularly in Sindh and Punjab provinces. To be clear, throughout this phase
al-Qaeda’s goals remained the same—it still sought to remain the vanguard for change
leading to a broader Islamic revolution. But this would be exceedingly difficult to do while
its leadership spent most of its time in hiding, on the run, and simply trying to survive.
So, while the group’s goals and objectives largely remained the same, what was called
into question was the strategy needed to successfully achieve al-Qaeda’s desired end.
Throughout the 2000s, al-Qaeda’s leadership believed that external operations against
the West would help it achieve its goals of “integration, unity, growth, and gaining
strategic leadership in the militant milieu” and therefore required its franchises to attack
Western interests.39 Spectacular attacks were designed to achieve several interrelated
objectives simultaneously, including garnering widespread attention for the global
jihadist cause, bringing Muslims under the banner of al-Qaeda as a vanguard movement,
and driving the United States from Muslim lands.40 To be able to sustain the operational
tempo needed to reach critical mass, al-Qaeda looked to expand through affiliates and
franchise groups in different parts of the world. Expansion was just one part of a multipronged strategy that also included “bleeding wars” of attrition in Afghanistan and Iraq,
as well as building an infrastructure of supporters in the West, especially in Europe.41
One of the major strategic debates during this phase was between those who called for
a more decentralized approach versus those who advocated a centralized and
hierarchical structure.

Structure
Since its formation, al-Qaeda’s organizational structure was deliberately designed to
withstand significant losses. It is important to remember that by the time al-Qaeda
attacked the U.S. on September 11, 2001, it had already been in existence for thirteen
years, giving it a head start in preparing the organization to be resilient and adaptive.
Senior leadership remained involved, even as mid-level commanders were empowered
to execute the organization’s strategic vision as they saw fit.42 Indeed, it was the “group
of middle managers” that were able to “provide the connective tissue that links the top
of the organization with its bottom and, thus, makes it possible for Al Qaeda to function
as a coherent and operationally effective entity,” as Peter Neumann et al. observed back
in 2011.43 A critical debate that occurred in the years immediately following 9/11 was to
what extent the group should adopt the model of “leaderless resistance.” This method
was favored by al-Suri, who laid out the case for a decentralized structure in his 1,600page tome, The Call for Global Islamic Resistance.44 Arguing against this approach was
Abu Bakr Naji, whose book The Management of Savagery essentially called for holding
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territory and working to establish local governance mechanisms while implementing
sharia law and providing social services to the population. 45 (Interestingly, this is the
approach the Islamic State would later follow.)
Even under immense duress from the U.S.-led counterterrorism campaign during this
period, al-Qaeda retained a centralized core, while also exercising command and control
by “determining both the trajectory of the organization as well as its strategic
direction.”46 Al-Qaeda’s fingerprints were apparent in a number of high-profile attacks,
including Madrid in 2004 and London in 2005.47 What these links prove is that, despite
the suggestions of some analysts who believed al-Qaeda’s top command was “isolated
and irrelevant,” bin Laden remained an active leader that provided important input to
tactics, operations, and strategy. 48 An inevitable trade off resulting from al-Qaeda’s
decision to adopt the franchise model was that it traded some level of control for
increased reach and relevance in conflicts in Iraq, Yemen, and Somalia.

Style
Al-Qaeda’s style, which took form during the Global War on Terrorism, shares many
similarities with the U.S. military’s concept of mission command. The idea of mission
command is “the exercise of authority and direction by the commander using mission
orders to enable disciplined initiative within the commander's intent to empower agile
and adaptive leaders.” 49 In other words, it is “trust in subordinates who can plan,
coordinate, and execute flexible yet disciplined decision making throughout increasingly
complex operational environments that gives commanders the confidence to conduct
decisive action boldly.”50 This stylistic feature made the whole of al-Qaeda greater than
the sum of its parts—it enabled more attacks, which in turn made the group appear
omnipresent, able to strike anywhere at any time.
Throughout the post-9/11 era, al-Qaeda central still played a major role in planning
attacks, but there was also a tendency to let regional nodes implement the operations.
Al Qaeda was designed to be an organization that could function as a hybrid, displaying
characteristics of both centralization and decentralization. The group’s leader, or emir,
still maintained the ultimate say over strategic matters, but the group’s members were
encouraged to function semi-autonomously at the operational and tactical levels.51 This
model helped al-Qaeda balance the competing priorities of global versus local, affording
regional commanders the necessary leverage to tailor the leadership’s objectives to local
conditions.
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Staff
Nearly 80 percent of al-Qaeda’s members in Afghanistan were killed immediately after
9/11.52 For most organizations, being reduced to one-fifth of their previous operating
capacity would be a crippling blow. But al-Qaeda was able to rebound in part by focusing
on the professional development of its junior commanders. Al-Qaeda boasted a “deep
bench” that helped supply “experienced young officials capable of filling a leadership
vacuum should their superiors be removed from the battlefield,” which they often
were.53
Even though al-Qaeda suffered such critical losses, the upper echelon of the group was
well-placed to rebuild the organization. Moreover, as it expanded throughout this phase,
al-Qaeda affiliates would groom new leadership, including high-profile jihadists such as
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the leader of al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), and Anwar al-Awlaki, the
charismatic preacher and AQAP member. Throughout this entire period, al-Qaeda was
also able to rely on prolific members with extensive experience, including Abu Yahya alLibi, Saif al-Adel, and Ilyas Kashmiri. Al-Qaeda even boasted an American as one of its
chief propagandists, Adam Gadahn, or Azzam the American.54

Skills
Not only did al-Qaeda lose more than 80 percent of its members in the initial months
following the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, but equally devastating was that just as much,
if not more, of its military capabilities and infrastructure were also destroyed. 55 This
meant that al-Qaeda would need to rebuild its organization and in all likelihood be forced
to do so with less-experienced militants. To minimize the impact of this loss of skills in
the organization, al-Qaeda also sought to replenish its ranks by utilizing “talent spotters”
who worked to identify recruits that offered a hint of specialized skills and the
psychological make-up to hack it as a member of the group.56 By expanding into Yemen
and other conflict zones, al-Qaeda was able to regenerate its network by recruiting new
members with the skills necessary to plot spectacular attacks, as witnessed by AQAP’s
continued obsession with attacking civilian aircraft.
The middle managers of al-Qaeda became “critical to forging linkages as well as
facilitating the flow of information, resources, skills, and strategic direction between the
top and the bottom of the organization.”57 A careful study of the network responsible
for carrying out the 7/7 attacks in London reveals that the individuals most central to the
plot—including Omar Khyam, Mohammed Qayum Khan, Abu Munthir, and Salahuddin
Amin, formed the backbone of an al-Qaeda facilitation network that helped raise funds,
procure materials, and transmit messages between the group’s leadership in Pakistan
and members of the plot in the UK.58

Systems
Although al-Qaeda’s leadership survived the initial assault by U.S. military forces in
Afghanistan and survived by escaping to Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal Areas
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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(FATA), the organization’s systems were under constant strain from a comprehensive
counter-terrorism approach that included both kinetic and non-kinetic approaches to
disrupt proper functioning. Unmanned drone strikes, special operations forces (SOF)
raids and signals intelligence (SIGINT) were used in an attempt to strangle al-Qaeda’s
freedom of movement and ability to communicate. 59 Countering the financing of
terrorism also became a critical pillar in the fight against al-Qaeda’s ability to raise funds,
eventually putting al-Qaeda in a position where it had to seek money from its affiliates.60
Despite immense counter-terrorism pressure, al-Qaeda still managed to “maintain
frequent communications with their counterparts elsewhere,” even if its lines of
communication were somewhat strained from the stunted information flow that
inevitably resulted from the tradeoff between communication and operational
security.61 It is likely that communication problems were responsible for the delay of the
release of a document titled “General Guidelines for Jihad,” which was the group’s
attempt to rein in and more closely manage the actions of its affiliates.62 And although
al-Qaeda emphasized expansion during this period, “homegrown cells and regional
affiliates of the ‘system of systems’” continued to look to the leadership for “overall
theological inspiration and strategic guidance, along with tactical support, training, and
resourcing.” 63 Rosenau and Powell reiterate this theme in their research, noting that
while affiliates might not always comply with the “expressed wishes” of core al-Qaeda,
they continued to turn to consult its leaders for “high-level direction.”64 Moreover, even
while hiding in some of the most austere terrain on Earth, al-Qaeda’s leadership
continued to operate a global logistics infrastructure. As proof, between 2004 and 2011,
more than half of the most serious terrorist plots against the West had operational or
training links to Pakistan, where al-Qaeda was based.65

Shared Values
The issue of shared values was at the forefront of al-Qaeda’s transformation throughout
this period. Driven largely by the group’s expansion, bin Laden and Zawahiri grew
concerned that franchise groups in North Africa and the Levant would go rogue and, in
the process, sully the brand al-Qaeda went to such great lengths to refine and manage.
Beginning in earnest in 2007, al-Qaeda’s leaders began to provide specific guidance to
its affiliates on the priorities most important to the core group.66 Given that between
January 2005 and 2011, more than forty different organizations formed in alignment
with al-Qaeda and its strategic objectives, some kind of internal recalibration was
perhaps long overdue.67 Moreover, given the difficulties presented by internal rifts that
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emerged from the franchise model, chief among them the fallout between al-Qaeda core
and AQI, recentralizing control consumed a significant amount of the leadership’s
bandwidth during this phase.
In May 2011, bin Laden was killed by U.S. Special Forces raid on his compound in
Abbottabad, Pakistan. It would now be incumbent upon al-Qaeda’s longtime deputy, alZawahiri, to help al-Qaeda remain as a cohesive entity and lead it through one of its most
turbulent periods. Lacking bin Laden’s charisma and hero-like status within the global
jihadist movement, Zawahiri would be forced to rely even more closely on the shared
values that formed the foundation of the organization. With the onset of the Arab Spring
and the loss of its leader, al-Qaeda was once again poised to transform, entering the next
phase of its evolution with a turn inward, adopting what Daveed Gartenstein-Ross has
dubbed a “covert growth strategy” aimed at expanding its presence while taking
advantage of the West’s reluctance to intervene in the Middle East and North Africa to
prop up sclerotic regimes and the autocrats, tyrants, and dictators who led them.

2012-present: Post-bin Laden Al-Qaeda the
Struggle to Survive
In the beginning of its third and current phase, al-Qaeda expanded through the
development of more franchises, officially establishing affiliate relationships with alShabaab in Somalia (2012), Jabhat al-Nusra in Syria (2012), and al-Qaeda in the Indian
Subcontinent (AQIS) 68 in India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh (2014). And while this
expansion covered territory stretching from the Horn of Africa to South Asia, the story
of post bin-Laden al-Qaeda has primarily been driven by the group’s attempt to remain
relevant in Syria and its competition with the Islamic State. Indeed, the center of gravity
for al-Qaeda has shifted from South Asia to the Levant. To capitalize on the opportunities
that the Syrian civil war presented to al-Qaeda, the group moved significant assets from
Afghanistan and Pakistan to the Levant in September 2014. 69 This development
constitutes a major change and one with implications still not fully understood by
counter-terrorism officials worldwide.
For al-Qaeda, this most recent phase has witnessed several key developments: its
leadership has focused on joining local insurgencies, not completely usurping them,
engaging in parasitic behaviors compared to IS’s more predatory approach; unlike the
Islamic State, al-Qaeda has been careful not to overreach by fighting too many enemies
at once; it has pursued an aggressive media strategy, even if its output is not nearly as
sophisticated or aesthetically inviting as that produced by IS; and finally, it has primarily
focused on parochial concerns in an attempt to build political legitimacy and grassroots
support, while IS adopted the slogan “remain and expand” with the objective of growing
its caliphate beyond Iraq and Syria.70
Al-Qaeda’s evolution in Syria epitomizes some of the challenges and opportunities facing
the group in the future. In what is now well-documented recent history, Jabhat al Nusra
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was established in Syria in January of 2012 but split from the Islamic State in April of the
following year. 71 Jabhat al Nusra’s leader, Abu Mohammed al-Jolani, made a public
pledge of allegiance to Zawahiri and al-Qaeda, and maintained an open affiliation for the
next several years.72 In July 2016, Jabhat al-Nusra rebranded itself to become Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham (JFS).73 A mere six months later, in January 2017, JFS joined an umbrella
organization with Noor al-Deen al-Zenki, Liwa al-Haqq, Jabhat Ansar al-Din, and Jaysh alSunna, as well as defectors from Ahrar Sham who had formed Jaysh Ahrar. 74 This
subsequent rebranded led to the formation of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, otherwise known
as HTS.75
There was real disagreement among counter-terrorism experts about whether this
newest rebranding from JFS to HTS signified a true split with al-Qaeda or something less
consequential. Throughout the course of 2017, however, it was becoming increasingly
clear that the splintering was more than a feint. Abu Sulayman al-Muhajir confirmed the
split with al-Qaeda and in March 2017, Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi criticized the break
between HTS and an al-Qaeda, blaming the former for the fallout.76 In October 2017,
Zawahiri further admonished HTS. 77 That same month, several veteran al-Qaeda
members formed a group named Ansar al-Furqan.78 At the end of November, Zawahiri
released yet another message, this time stressing the fact that a real split had indeed
occurred between HTS and al-Qaeda. 79 Throughout the summer of 2019, HTS has
behaved in ways completely inimical to al-Qaeda’s worldview. The group publicly
acknowledged its willingness to abide by an externally negotiated cease-fire crafted by
Turkey, Iran, and Russia. HTS also engages in periodic elections, devolves power to a
technocratic (rather than theocratic) government, and has periodically sought to
establish a political dialogue with Western countries.80 Finally, in late February 2018, a
group of veteran al-Qaeda operatives, many of whom are Jordanian and draw inspiration
from Maqdisi and Abu Qatada, formed Hurras al-Din (HAD), or the Guardians of Religion
Organization.81 As of the time of this writing in late 2019, the group is still not an official
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al-Qaeda affiliate although many believe this is inevitable and that negotiations to
formalize the relationship are ongoing.82

Strategy
Throughout this phase, al Qaeda has consistently attempted to portray itself throughout
the Middle East as the moderate alternative to the Islamic State, and in many ways this
image makeover has been successful—al-Qaeda-linked groups have secured direct and
indirect state support in both Yemen and Syria.83 Drawing specifically on the example of
al-Qaeda in Syria, some scholars have compared the group’s strategy to that of a “lean
startup model,” wherein strategy can be developed in both a bottom-up and top-down
fashion, which for al-Qaeda means through its senior leadership as well as through its
regional representatives.84
In both its propaganda and internal communications, al-Qaeda has warned against not
heeding important lessons from failed jihadist campaigns in Algeria and Iraq, where
draconian measures alienated local populations. Zawahiri’s release of the
aforementioned General Guidelines for Jihad was an attempt to remind al-Qaeda’s
followers of the importance of its brand, urging them to eschew attacks on civilians and
juxtaposing the group’s methodology to that of the Islamic State.

Structure
Al Qaeda might have been sidelined during the Arab Spring protests, but in the
immediate aftermath of these revolutions, it dispersed militants into new locales and
sought to take advantage of power vacuums wherever they appeared. Front groups were
created through Ansar al-Sharia branches in Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt, while al-Qaedalinked militants have sought to make themselves indistinguishable from rebel fighters in
Yemen, Mali, and Syria.85 Al Qaeda spread its roots throughout West Africa and built an
infrastructure that would allow its affiliates to conduct a string of devastating highprofile attacks in Bamako, Mali in November 2015; Ougadougou, Burkina Faso in January
2016; and Grand-Bassam, Cote d’Ivoire in March 2016. In terms of publicity, these
attacks were largely overshadowed by Islamic State attacks in Paris and Brussels during
this same period, but it nevertheless demonstrated al-Qaeda’s ability to cultivate
networks in weak states and ungoverned spaces.86 Throughout this period, a growing
proxy war in the Middle East between Saudi Arabia and Iran has fueled sectarianism and
wrought further devastation in countries like Yemen, much to the benefit of al-Qaeda.87
Al-Qaeda has devoted significant resources to ensuring a presence in Syria and other
parts of the Middle East through various Ansar al-Sharia offshoots, but its activities in
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Africa appear to be more geared toward the long-term. Al-Qaeda is moving assets and
allocating resources for jihad in Africa, which it sees as a major opportunity for future
expansion. 88 Al-Qaeda has increased its operations throughout the entire African
continent, dominating large swaths of territory in West Africa and the Horn of Africa,
while also laying the foundation for a comeback in parts of North Africa.89 As it has in
Syria, al-Qaeda has restructured its organization in West Africa, with Ansar al-Din, alMurabitoon, and AQIM’s Sahara branch merging to form Jama’at Nasr al-Islam wal
Muslimin (JNIM), or “Group for the Support of Islam and Muslims.”90

Style
Given the death of bin Laden, it seemed imminent that al-Qaeda would undergo at least
a slight change in style. Terrorism scholars have widely observed that in the current
phase, al-Qaeda has laid out somewhat more limited aims with a focus on
incrementalism. Charles Lister calls this “controlled pragmatism”91 while Ali Soufan has
dubbed it “strategic patience.” 92 Hoffman agrees, arguing that al-Qaeda’s current
trajectory is a deliberate one that involves the group “quietly and patiently rebuilding”
as it lets IS bear the brunt of the West’s counterterrorism campaign.93
This pragmatism has been evident in how the group continues to operate in Syria, where
even in the face of serious challenges resulting from splintering and fractionalization, alQaeda has remained acutely aware as ever about the importance of how its brand is
perceived by locals.94 Accordingly, the group has maneuvered deftly to position itself as
a serious player in a country located in the heart of the Middle East. Although some of
the alliances have since dissolved, in Syria, al Qaeda has demonstrated a propensity for
deal-making and coalition-building at various points.95

Staff
Throughout the post-bin Laden phase, al-Qaeda has dealt with numerous leadership
setbacks, especially where its affiliates are concerned. In July 2015, one of al-Qaeda’s
leading bombmakers, Abu Khalil al-Sudani, was killed in Afghanistan. Al-Shabaab leader
Ahmed Abdi Godane was killed in September 2014, while AQAP leader and al-Qaeda’s
number two overall Nasir al-Wuhayshi was killed in June 2015. All three al-Qaeda leaders
were killed by U.S. air strikes. A report from the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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on terrorism noted that the deaths of al-Wuhayshi and al-Sudani “hindered the
organization’s core functions.”96
Considering al-Qaeda’s recruitment struggles during this phase, especially when
confronted with the much flashier style exhibited by the Islamic State, Zawahiri does not
exactly inspire confidence. Al-Qaeda’s precarious situation in Syria is instructive. At
various points, Zawahiri has “had difficulty communicating with local groups” and
overall, has “been slow to respond to debates in the field”97 Some prominent terrorism
analysts suggested that Hamza bin Laden, Osama’s son, was in line to be the next leader
to assume control of al-Qaeda, and was being groomed by Zawahiri for a prominent
position?98 Experts at one point referred to Hamza as the group’s “leader in waiting.” 99
But Hamza’s death was announced in late July 2019, meaning that al-Qaeda will not be
able to count on Osama’s scion to lead the group into the next generation.100

Skills
Writing in 2016, Brian Michael Jenkins observed that “al Qaeda’s central command has
been reduced to exhorting others to fight.” 101 Al-Qaeda senior leadership has been
significantly attenuated, few would debate that, but even in its more reduced form, the
group can continue to be effective by harnessing the skills it has honed over the past
three decades. Hinting at what this future might look like, J.M. Berger has predicted that
the organization “could conceivably revert to something like its pre-September 11 model
– an underground actor that operates behind the scenes, lending professionalism to
other jihadist organisations through training, money or by providing operatives.”102 And
even if al-Qaeda exists in a much weaker state than it has in previous phases, the group
has demonstrated tangible interest in recruiting individuals with the skills to help the
group engineer a spectacular terrorist attack. Aafia Siddiqui, a Pakistani woman known
as “Lady Al-Qaeda” who studied at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
received a doctorate from Brandeis University, was arrested in Afghanistan and found
with sodium cyanide and documents detailing how to make chemical weapons, so-called
“dirty bombs” and how to weaponize the Ebola virus.103
Throughout his tenure as al-Qaeda’s leader, bin Laden consistently used Al-Qaeda’s
media platforms to emphasize issues that many across the Arab and Islamic world are
passionate about, including the liberation of Palestine, the American occupation of Iraq,
and the corruption of “apostate” governments and regimes throughout the Middle East
and South Asia.104 Al-Qaeda has always been acutely aware of the importance of the
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information environment and nowhere is this more evident than in the captured
correspondence between Zawahiri and Zarqawi in which the former admonished the
latter and reminded him that “more than half of this battle is taking place in the
battlefield of the media.”105 While al-Qaeda has produced media since its inception, over
the years its presentation has grown more nuanced and Zawahiri prizes the “jihadi
information media” as an indispensable element of al-Qaeda’s war against the United
States.106 To keep pace with technology and media savvy groups like IS, al-Qaeda will be
forced to recruit younger members who have experience in social media, publication,
graphic design, and other emerging technologies poised to become more prominent in
the future.107

Systems
In the post- bin Laden phase, al-Qaeda has shifted emphasis from its core organization
to the activities of its affiliates. Some would argue that AQAP, AQIM, and al-Qaeda’s
affiliate in Syria have eclipsed the core in importance.108 In many ways, AQAP has proven
itself as the archetype or model for how al-Qaeda wants its affiliates to function. As
chaos spread throughout Yemen, this provided an opening to AQAP, which subsequently
mobilized its forces to take control of the governorates of Abyan and Shabwa.109 Once it
was in control of territory, AQAP launched public works projects in the areas under its
control, including refurbishing water wells and fixing damaged infrastructure, while also
providing basic necessities to the poorest citizens.110 Perhaps most troubling of all, AQAP
has managed to cut deals with nation-states, including the United Arab Emirates, which
has been accused of colluding with the militants in Yemen’s civil war.111 Other recent
reporting suggests that Bahrain has cooperated with al-Qaeda militants to target Shia
dissidents in that country, making it clear that in some parts of the world, governments
and security services see the terrorist group as a viable partner in certain situations.112
AQAP has developed relationships with al-Shabaab to help the Somali group improve its
bombmaking capabilities while also partnering with AQIM in areas of media operations,
logistics, facilitation, and funding.113 And AQIM has passed on critical training to other
groups in Africa including the al-Qaeda-linked elements of Boko Haram as well as
Ansaru.114 The focus on cooperation between affiliates is intended to make al-Qaeda’s
systems more robust and resilient to exogenous shocks, including the loss of leadership
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or critical safe havens.115 Al-Qaeda’s move to expand its system into Africa has been met
with increased counter-terrorism pressure from the U.S. over the past several years.116
Yet in the summer of 2018, the Trump administration a massive shift in priorities from
combating terrorism to countering Russia and China. The Department of Defense
acknowledged that most of the troop withdrawals and scaled-back missions were
expected to occur in Central and West Africa, precisely where al-Qaeda is surging.117

Shared Values
As al-Qaeda continues to undergo change as an organization, one of the most pressing
questions for policymakers and government officials is to what extent the group is still
focused on attacking the West. Does the absence of spectacular attacks attributed to alQaeda during this phase represent a lack of capability, or merely a shift in priorities? As
discussed earlier in this paper, al-Qaeda has long viewed terrorist attacks as a means of
galvanizing support for the global jihad, but more recently the group has transitioned to
focusing on the local aspects of conflicts where its fighters are embedded.
Writing in late 2016, terrorism expert Bruce Hoffman referenced an Al Jazeera interview
from May 2015 in which Julani explained that Zawahiri had instructed him not to use
Syria as a sanctuary from which to attack the West.118 Yet, around this same time, the
U.S. government repeatedly voiced concerns about the so-called Khorasan Group, which
was a small cadre of al-Qaeda operatives dispatched by Zawahiri from Pakistan to Syria
with the explicit intention to attack the West.119
Perhaps to avoid any confusion over whether the U.S. and the West remained in alQaeda’s crosshairs, the group released a series of messages over the next several years.
In a message from April 2017, Zawahiri reiterated the importance of al-Qaeda’s global
struggle.120 The next month, messages from both Osama bin Laden’s son Hamza and
AQAP emir Qassim al-Raimi both released videos urging al-Qaeda’s followers to launch
attacks in the West.121 Unsurprisingly, Director of National Intelligence (DNI) Dan Coats
concluded in Congressional testimony that “Europe will remain vulnerable to terrorist
attacks, and elements of both ISIS and al-Qa’ida are likely to continue to direct and
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enable plots against targets in Europe.”122 Ansar al-Furqan, the previously referenced
group of al-Qaeda veterans and loyalists formed in Syria in November 2017, allegedly
adhered to “newly stated objectives in Syria: guerilla warfare with an eye on targeting
the West.” 123 Yet another speech from Zawahiri, this one titled “America is the First
Enemy of the Muslims” and released in March 2018, incited al-Qaeda’s followers to
strike the U.S.124 A recent United Nations assessment of al-Qaeda’s links to groups in
Syria observed the following: “HTS and HAD are assessed to share a history and an
ideology but to differ on policy. HTS centred its agenda on [Syria], with no interest in
conducting attacks abroad. HAD, by contrast, was said to have a more international
outlook.”125 On the eighteenth anniversary of the attacks of September 11th, Zawahiri
urged al-Qaeda supporters to launch attacks against the West.126 None of this should be
surprising, as al-Qaeda’s overarching narrative has always been that the West is at war
with Islam.127

Final Analysis of McKinsey 7S Framework as an
Analytical Tool
Taken together, this analysis of the McKinsey 7S framework aims to trace the evolution
al-Qaeda over three distinct time periods by examining critical components of the
terrorist organisation that can be compared to various processes of multinational
corporations. After more than three decades of successes and failures, what does the
future hold for al-Qaeda? Assessing the group’s transformation reveals several of the
most salient factors leading to its remarkable duration and longevity.
For al-Qaeda, three categories within the McKinsey 7S Framework were particularly
important to the group being able to achieve such longevity—structure, skills, and
systems. Strategy, style, staff, and shared values were also important, but not to the
same extent or for the same reasons. Structure allowed al-Qaeda the flexibility to
function as a hybrid entity, which in turn allowed the group to survive the U.S.-led Global
War on Terrorism. Skills were essential to al-Qaeda’s ability to regenerate its network
following the loss of critical personnel. And a systems focus helped al-Qaeda to operate
an efficient logistics capability, which has been crucial to bolstering both operational and
organizational capabilities, as well as to supporting its goals of strengthening the global
jihadist movement as a whole.
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Strategy
Over time, al-Qaeda’s strategy has evolved from grand pronouncements of building a
worldwide caliphate to more pragmatic means of achieving parochial objectives in
different regions of the world. Al-Qaeda has always viewed militant jihad as its
overarching strategy to accomplish a range of goals, some of which have been more
politically focused than others. Following the attacks of September 11th, al-Qaeda came
under immense pressure from a global counterterrorism regime that sought its
destruction. By moving to a franchise model, al-Qaeda was able to offload certain
responsibilities to its affiliates, although this also came with drawbacks for the group,
particularly preference divergence with its branches in Iraq, Algeria, and elsewhere. Its
current efforts are focused on ingratiating itself at a grassroots level in Syria, Yemen, and
throughout parts of West Africa in an effort to cement political legitimacy.128 This is not
to suggest that strategy is not important to al-Qaeda specifically or to terrorist
organizations more broadly. However, strategy figured less prominently as the
organization’s command-and-control network was weakened.

Style
While style was important for how al-Qaeda gained traction and ultimately a growing
following, due in large part to bin Laden’s ability to promote his vision in the media, it
mattered more for how the group approached intra-group roles and relationships.
Because al-Qaeda fashioned itself akin to a start-up company, with ideas solicited from
multiple levels of the organization, it was able to engage in mutually beneficial
relationships with a range of actors. Cooperation could either be one-off or a more longterm marriage of convenience, as evidenced by its relationship with the Afghan Taliban.
The ability to function semi-autonomously at the operational and tactical levels
effectively lowered barriers to entry for aspiring jihadists, while also insulating the upper
reaches of the group’s leadership if nodes on the periphery were compromised. A
flexible style continues to be evident today as witnessed by al-Qaeda’s outreach efforts
in the Syrian civil war.

Staff
One of al-Qaeda’s pioneering efforts was to form a truly transnational network, which
allowed the leadership to tap into a global pool of militants with specialized expertise
and their own local contacts. This greatly expanded al-Qaeda’s options to conduct
attacks, or merely sub-contract the work to trusted operatives with likeminded
objectives. Over time, as the international dragnet to disrupt al-Qaeda’s network
expanded, the leadership based in Pakistan was forced to adapt, relying more on
individuals like Zarqawi who frequently chafed at following orders from bin Laden and
Zawahiri.
Al-Qaeda’s reliance mid-level commanders allowed it to build a cadre of experienced and
committed members that provided a sense of resilience, even as a U.S.-led drone
campaign relentlessly stalked the group’s leadership in Pakistan’s FATA for a decade and
a half after 9/11. With the death of Hamza bin Laden, al-Qaeda must be concerned over
the future of its organization, especially with current leader Ayman al-Zawahiri growing
older and seemingly less effective in his ability to inspire younger jihadists. Still, there
are a few of al-Qaeda’s “old guard” who are active, including longtime jihadi commander
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Abu Muhammad al-Masri, who as Ali Soufan has noted, has played a critical role as both
an operational commander and as a member of the governing shura council.129

Shared Values
Shared values are important to any organization, but perhaps more so in the early stages
of its formation, when coherence is essential to survival. Over time, as organizations
grow and expand, priorities could shift and values once held in high esteem by an
organization could become less important. For al-Qaeda, the primary tension at the
heart of the organization has always been a struggle between those who wanted to
prioritize targeting local regimes in the Middle East and North Africa deemed to be
apostate governments, and others who interpreted al-Qaeda’s core mission as bringing
the United States to its knees, crippling the West economically, and launching
spectacular attacks against non-believers and infidels. Thus, shared values have always
been a subject open to debate within al-Qaeda and in fact, its hybrid organizational
structure allows for multiple points of view among its members, even when seemingly
contradictory.

Structure
Structure has been among the most important components of al-Qaeda’s ability to
survive. Even as it maintained a bureaucratic infrastructure, al-Qaeda sought out
working relationships with other entities that shared a similar enough outlook, even if
longer term objectives diverged. Senior leadership provided appropriate oversight,
delegating responsibility on tactical issues even to individuals who were more akin to
contractors than actual members of the group. This allowed al-Qaeda to operate on a
truly global scale, something that would have been otherwise impossible given the
breadth of operations planned across time and space.
Within the organization, leaders often pride themselves on the ability of al-Qaeda to
regenerate its networks and move into power vacuums as they emerge. In the aftermath
of the Arab Spring, al-Qaeda strengthened its connections throughout Tunisia, Libya, and
Egypt, while also moving to embed its fighters with groups operating in Yemen, Mali, and
Syria. The group’s ability to move assets into place and take advantage of opportunities
as they present themselves demonstrates and agility few terrorist groups can boast.130
Al-Qaeda’s structure, as outline in one of its official documents titled “Structure and ByLaws,” stressed the need for “the right man for the job without taking into consideration
previous regional, organizational affiliations, or ethnicity.”131 This demonstrates a clear
understanding that by adopting novel organizational structures and a willingness to
collaborate with independent terrorist actors, al-Qaeda would be more able to achieve
what Moghadam calls “multidirectional and integrative forms of innovation.”132
The greater decentralization has afforded al-Qaeda the flexibility to function as a hybrid
entity, which in turn allowed the group to survive the U.S.-led Global War on Terrorism.
While the core leadership’s influence has certainly been attenuated, as al-Qaeda enters
2020 it is structured in such a way that allows it to pursue quasi-political objectives in
Syria while building an affiliate in the Indian subcontinent entirely committed to
militancy. In other words, al-Qaeda is attempting to “walk the line between ultra………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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extremist (or exclusivist) and controlled-extremist (or inclusivist) trends within an
increasingly disparate international movement.” 133 The hybrid nature of al-Qaeda’s
structure means that it can simultaneously protect its remaining senior leadership while
also working at a local level to consolidate its influence wherever the movement
maintains a presence.134
The group is well-positioned to operate as a hybrid entity and has always retained
elements of a hybrid structure. Because the group remained at once both strong at its
core but also capable at the periphery, particularly valuable to the functioning of alQaeda are those who act as critical links between the leadership “and the rest of the
vast, amorphous movement.” 135 Its evolution over time and ability to adapt to
extenuating circumstances, some of them self-inflicted, has nevertheless been
impressive. Once considered merely a vanguard group of exiles with weak roots in social
networks throughout the Middle East, over decades al-Qaeda has transformed itself into
a broad movement whose central leadership provides strategic guidelines while its
branches embed in regional social movements.136

Skills
Al-Qaeda emphasized tacit knowledge transfer among the organization and the groups
it sought to support. In the early to mid-1990s, al-Qaeda dispatched militants to the
Balkans, the Caucasus, the Horn of Arica, as well as Central and Southeast Asia to
transmit specialized tactics and expertise. Skills can be taught and are not personalitydependent like some of the most important attributes of leadership. Finding the right
individuals with the necessary skills to carry out complex operations can help
organizations regenerate after the loss of key operatives. The cell that carried out the
7/7 attacks in London was a critical part of an al-Qaeda facilitation network that operated
globally and demonstrated proficiency across multiple areas including finance,
procurement, and communications
As aforementioned, to replenish its ranks, al-Qaeda relied on “talent spotters” whose
responsibility it was to identify militants with specialized skills and the discipline to
function effectively as part of a global network that practiced paramount operations
security.137 In some ways, success for al-Qaeda could mean an organization that more
closely resembles the earliest versions of itself—a group operating surreptitiously to
provide key facilitation and logistical expertise to other jihadist groups, acting as a force
multiplier. As the strategic environment continues to shift, terrorist organizations adapt
or risk growing irrelevant. Accordingly, groups like al-Qaeda are in constant need of new
infusions of skills to keep pace with emerging trends.
Skills were essential to al-Qaeda’s ability to regenerate its network following the loss of
critical personnel. And for al-Qaeda, the death of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of its
arch-rival in October 2019, could usher in an era of rapprochement between itself and
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the Islamic State.138 And if willing reconciliation does not occur, al-Qaeda could look to
poach Islamic State fighters and seek to replenish its network with battle-hardened
operatives seasoned by years of fighting in Iraq and Syria.139

Systems
Al-Qaeda’s most valuable asset has always been logistics. It had inhouse expertise, to be
sure, but it was also able to deconflict and engender collaboration among various
entities, many if not most of them forced to operate clandestinely, to coordinate a
transnational organization with operations in dozens of countries worldwide. Al-Qaeda
is a facilitator, a central node in a broad and redundant network with the logistical
capabilities to operate on a global level. Al Qaeda has always excelled at “connecting
terrorist nodes—pairing skill sets, financing and operatives” and its brain trust has been
adroit at connecting militants “with specific skill sets across regions” but perhaps most
importantly, what separates al-Qaeda from other terrorist groups is its understanding of
how to manage its logistical resources.140 As Sageman pointed out a decade and a half
ago, al-Qaeda’s calling card will always be its ability to launch attacks that result in largescale lethality, which will always require “coordination, skills, and resources.”141
Al-Qaeda’s understanding of the value of systems has been apparent from its wellmaintained bureaucracy and penchant for detailed record keeping. Both the group’s
“Constitutional Charter” and its employment contracts reveal an organization deeply
committed to process.142 The importance of a systems approach extends beyond mere
bureaucracy, however, and includes a commitment to ensuring open lines of
communication between the core and the periphery. As discussed above, al-Qaeda also
uses its affiliate organizations to network with each other and transfer tacit knowledge
in areas ranging from explosives to media and propaganda.
And a systems focus helped al-Qaeda to operate an efficient logistics capability, which
has been crucial to bolstering both operational and organizational capabilities, as well as
to supporting its goals of strengthening the global jihadist movement as a whole, even if
that happens while al-Qaeda as an organizational entity becomes less overtly influential
or prominent. Accordingly, it is important not to mistake decentralization for
fragmentation. On the contrary, in recent years, al-Qaeda’s “overall trajectory has been
toward political consolidation.”143 This consolidation does not preclude the possibility
that al-Qaeda could also seek to target the West, even as it makes inroads among
political powerbrokers in the Levant, the Arabian Peninsula, and large swaths of West
Africa.
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Conclusion
What factors could propel al-Qaeda into its fourth decade? With an easing of
counterterrorism pressure offering the group new life in the Middle East, North Africa,
and South Asia, al-Qaeda is well-positioned to take advantage of the pending drawdown
of U.S. troops from key battlefields in Iraq, Syria, and Afghanistan. 144 The Trump
administration has shifted its focus from the global war on terrorism to great power
competition with near-peer state adversaries like China, Russia, North Korea, and Iran.
A recent report from the United Nations concluded that, “While there is as yet little
evidence of a re-emerging direct global threat from Al-Qaida, improved leadership and
enhanced communication will probably increase the threat over time, as will any rise in
the tendency, already visible in some regions, of ISIL supporters to join Al-Qaida.”145
In early August, the Trump administration announced that in a preliminary deal with the
Taliban, the U.S. would be withdrawing as many as 6,000 troops from Afghanistan.146
Although the agreement fell apart, the Trump administration resumed talks in late
November, and the President has repeatedly promised to withdraw a significant portion
of troops from Afghanistan.147 An announcement of a drawdown of 4,000 troops was
expected by the end of 2019 and Trump has promised to have all U.S. troops out of
Afghanistan before November 2020.148 A withdrawal of American troops could provide
al-Qaeda with the operational space necessary to rebuild its organizations in South Asia
and once again begin using Afghanistan as a hub to plan external operations against the
West. 149 And even as Trump has declared his intentions to withdraw troops from
conflicts in Syria and Afghanistan, he also put in motion plans to send an additional 2,000
troops to Saudi Arabia to deter Iranian aggression. The presence of U.S. troops on Saudi
soil was one of bin Laden’s main rallying cries and was frequently featured in al-Qaeda
propaganda.
Al-Qaeda’s three most effective lines of effort (e.g. structure, skills, and systems) will go
a long way toward the new strategy of covert growth that has been defined by a period
of quietly and patiently rebuilding, which already seems to be paying off.150 Accordingly,
the benefits of these lines of effort—a flexible, hybrid structure; the ability to regenerate
its networks; and a logistical infrastructure that remains crucial to al-Qaeda’s operational
and organizational capabilities—are apparent. Terrorist groups, including al-Qaeda, will
seek to harness emerging technologies and could potentially benefit from developments
in end-to-end encryption, additive manufacturing (3-D printing), unmanned aerial
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systems (UAS), and virtual currencies. 151 Al-Qaeda will also rely on its logistics
infrastructure to utilize social media to both recruit and spread propaganda.
As al-Qaeda continues to morph and transform, it will become increasingly more difficult
to assess it as an organization, even as the group remains dangerous. According to
Congressional testimony from Peter Bergen on the eve of the eighteenth anniversary of
the 9/11 attacks, even with a network that has been enervated, counterterrorism
officials would be wise not to dismiss the threat still posed by the group. 152 As the
November 2019 attack by a Saudi Air Force officer at a U.S. military base in Pensacola,
Florida demonstrates, al-Qaeda, and not just the Islamic State, still serves as a source of
inspiration for jihadists and extremists.153 The group’s ideology has long been described
as “resonant and resilient.”154 Al-Qaeda has also used its propaganda arm to discuss a
range of issues that gain traction with Muslims worldwide, including the rise of rightwing extremism—senior leaders called for revenge attacks in the wake of the
Christchurch, New Zealand mosque attack. Al-Qaeda propaganda has also highlighted
the mistreatment of Muslims by governments in India, China, Myanmar, and elsewhere.
Al-Qaeda will continue to take advantage of opportunities that arise from geopolitical
developments, including civil wars and insurgencies, the enduring nature of sectarianism
in the Islamic world, as well as Western countries’ shifting priorities, and thus diversion
of resources, away from counterterrorism and toward great power competition with
nation-states.
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